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Subjective descriptions abound: majestic, versatile, loud, expensive
But as a player, how should we approach the instrument?  What is essential, what is 
accidental?
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“Legato” – one of many terms used to describe articulations.  Means “connected” or 
“joined together.”  
“Staccato” – separated (not necessarily short)
Playing “legato” is a conscious choice; notes on the organ can also be played staccato.
The first statement shows a predisposition (or bias) for how the organ should sound 
without regard to its role, the acoustics, or any other variable in a performance.
The second statement is true from any wind player’s or singer’s point of view. 
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Thesis: when used in a role to support singing, the organ should breathe as naturally as a 
singer.  
- Too connected or sustained -> pressures singer to match the organ (and runs out of air)
- Too choppy -> disrupts the phrase
Synchronizing articulation with consonants reinforces strong beats and keeps the two 
synchronized.
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Concepts are important; how you conceive of the organ sound dictates how you will play; 
shouldn’t be the reverse.
Even as a professional wind (horn) player, I did not recognize or appreciate the concept of 
playing vocally; I was merely imitating certain organ recordings I had heard.  My teacher in 
Germany first pointed it out.  What an epiphany!  Not only did it make fingering a lot easier 
(it’s harder to make everything legato), it sounds so much clearer, especially in larger 
rooms.
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“Vigorous legato” – term coined by Mel Butler, my teacher at University of Washington.  To 
me it conveys
- Varying degrees of legato based on the acoustic (dry acoustic may require superlegato, 

wet acoustic may require extra attack or more separation in order to convey the clarity 
to the room) – applies to any two consecutive but different notes

- Modifying articulation of two consecutive identical notes to conform to consonants (if 
any), and room acoustics
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The notion of “organ sound should be legato” goes back at least a century.
Here the example shows the various problems:
- Alto and tenor robbed of cue to proceed to a new syllable;
- Introduction of 5th voice indicates the approach here is not polyphonic (preserving 4 

voices) but viewing the organ’s role as providing a harmonic backdrop to a single melody 
line

- Weak beats are emphasized by inadvertent syncopation (tenor m.1 beat 4 tied to m.2 
beat 1 adds an accent to m.1 beat 4)
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- Then how shall we treat it, as a 4-part vocal setting, or a melody with harmonic 
accompaniment?

- Wind players don’t get the option of not playing all repeated notes; why exactly is it 
different for the organ?

- Who says it is a more satisfactory accompaniment, or that the arrangement should be 
suited to the organ?  Shouldn’t it be suited to the application, i.e. supporting the 
congregation singing?

- In what way is the “continuity of the setting disturbed?”  Are consonants disturbing to 
the continuity of speech?

- “The decisive interval of the third remains tied…” – How many additional unwritten 
rules exist to determine what should and should not be tied?

- “In order to achieve proper accentuation” – then why syncopate, accenting the weak 
beats?
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Gleason’s brief chapter on Service Playing (from “Method of Organ Playing)” contains an 
excellent summary of my main points especially with respect to articulation.
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A vocal line might exist even if nobody happens to be singing it.
“Christian Worship” is filled with many odd and gratuitous slurs, or notes which have been 
combined into larger note values.  It prevents a 4-part hymn from being sung in parts.  
Better to do as the other hymnals have done; leave the 4-part arrangement intact, and let 
the organist combine them.
“As With Gladness” – use as an example of overarticulating in order to convey pulse to a 
dragging congregation.  Dragging is usually an indication that they cannot hear the pulse; 
could be too connected, or insufficient tonal resources.  The technique is to play non-
soprano parts with (much) more space than the melody.  Practice playing ATB parts 
staccato with a legato soprano.
“Ode to Joy” Beethoven – an example where the organ cannot produce enough gradations 
of articulation for the repeated notes to drive the phrase to the next measure, so the first 
two of four repeated notes might sound connected.  (More gradations possible on a tracker 
/ mechanical instrument; only on/off available on electric action instruments.)
“Jesu Joy” – illustrate that individual parts need their own articulation strategy.  First play 
(as actually heard once) with:
- the alto note drone on G (taking the concept of “tying repeated notes in the inner 

voices” to an absurd extreme) and taking precedence over the soprano, 
- totally legato bass, and 
- totally legato soprano except when notes are repeated (then clip the first note).  
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Play again, this time patterning it after orchestral instruments (or voice) that might play 
(sing) the line.
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A melody with basically a free harmonic accompaniment; in this setting there is only one 
voice (soprano) because the other lines can hardly be sung with the words.  (There are 
however true 4-part settings of this hymn.)
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Example of a 4-part setting with gratuitous slur (alto – denies singing “Prai” of “Praises,” or 
“teemed” of “esteemed”) and combining two consecutive quarters into a half (tenor).  
(Bass part just skips the initial words, “I will”; unusual but not disqualifying for a 4-part 
setting.) Slurs (as actually played) should match the text: e.g. alto v.2 first full measure, 
“cared” G-F, & “and” D-Eb.
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I feel that organists don’t always have a clear picture of their goals, so end up just “playing 
the notes.”  
Compare it to our systematic study of doctrine (Catechism etc.); it brings us together, and 
shows us how different roles interact.  (God-Man, male-female, believer-unbeliever, etc.)  
Why wouldn’t there be something equivalent for our musical goals?  (organ-congregation, 
piano-congregation, organ-soloist, etc)
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POLA – Principle of Least Astonishment.  E.g., imagine if File…Print closed your document 
without saving it.  (Maybe A is for Aggravation as well!)
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The three rules:
- Don’t confuse the congregation (but they will forgive you)
- Don’t trick the congregation (they will distrust you)
- Don’t annoy the congregation (they will resent you)
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Many examples: playing the wrong thing; playing erratically (missing notes or losing the 
pulse)
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Common trick: delaying your entrance and tricking someone into singing a solo as they 
anticipate your entrance.
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Respect is a two-way street.  (A partnership where A respects B, but not the reverse, is 
doomed.)
If you don’t fix (musical) problems (perhaps because you don’t want to confront the 
problem or the person causing it), then others may conclude that you can’t hear the 
problems or don’t care.  
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Avoid the two ditches along the narrow road: too legato or too choppy (imagine CW 100 
where every half note is played as a quarter followed by a quarter rest).
Note that at a certain tempo (with “A Lamb Goes Uncomplaining Forth” in mind) one could
divide the half note into two exact quarters and breathe on the latter; but at the speed it is 
normally sung, this doesn’t correspond with the speed of a human taking in a breath; 
instead, it clips the phrase and signals to the singers that they should stop.  Closer to a 
dotted quarter, then breathe for an eighth note value.  Don’t be pedantic; just take a quick 
breath on the organ along with the singers. It won’t always align precisely with an arbitrary 
subdivision of the half note.
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Note stanza 2, “Free your own” starts before the barline.  Don’t blindly breathe at all 
barlines identically; support the meaning of the text.  Here, practice “breathing” in the 
soprano after “Jesse,” but as needed lift the accompaniment to indicate the pickup.  It’s 
tricky and probably very subtle from the congregation’s point of view.  Main goal: don’t 
penalize singers who want to sing the meaning of the text.
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In CW 49, the octave leap near the end, slow the pulse slightly by relaxing the speed of the 
measure leading up to the octave jump, allow a (quick) breath, and resume the pulse after 
the jump.  It’s subtle but prevents the breath from seeming like it interrupts the pulse.  
(Very typical problem in symphonic wind playing, snatching a breath while the rest of the 
ensemble continues.)
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The “Swing” analogy: imagine a child on a swing.  You gently change their speed by adding 
or subtracting force at the top of the swing (weak beat, no weight on the seat, child is 
floating).  Never stop the seat at the bottom of the arc (kid goes flying.)  
Or: consider walking on what you think is level ground, only to be surprised by a depression 
in the lawn.  This is what happens when the organist does not reinforce the pulse.
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According to rules of geometry, two points define a line.
So two “clicks” (points in time) define a time interval from which one may infer the next 
click.
However, humans remember time intervals and pulses (within reason) and can predict the 
next click from a single point.  This is why it’s possible to coordinate entrances by giving 
only one cutoff / cue (assuming the pulse has already been established, either by hymn 
introduction or hundreds of years of singing the hymn at the same speed.)
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Once you have trained the congregation to trust you at the ends of stanzas, don’t suddenly 
truncate the final stanza (leaving them singing.) 
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In “One Thing’s Needful,” address the problem of transitioning from duple to triple meter.  
Essential dilemma: to keep the quarter note tempo identical, causing a 50% reduction in 
pulse but very predictable from congregation’s point of view, or keep the pulse steady, 
causing an increase in quarter note tempo (possibly confusing to congregation) but 
preserving the dance feel of the music?
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